InPIRG reports good response to petition

by Larry Dalby

Co-Coordinates John Bachmann and Tom Kelly of the Notre Dame INPIRG organization announced Tuesday afternoon that approximately 38 percent of the student body had signed the INPIRG petition. Tom Kelly commented, "We are very happy with Monday night's results and are cautiously optimistic about the final outcome."

The INPIRG drive for signatures started Monday night when the representatives of each hall on campus contacted the students in their respective halls. The campaign is attempting to obtain from 60 to 80 percent of the student body's signatures to a petition assessing their respective halls. The campaign is at­tempting to obtain from 60 to 80 percent of the people we have already contacted refused to sign it so we figure if we con­tact everyone on campus, 93 percent would be notified as to what percentage of the student body is necessary for the petition's approval. The campaign is at­ttempting to obtain from 60 to 80 percent of the student body's signatures to a petition assessing their respective halls. The campaign is at­tenting to obtain from 60 to 80 percent of the student body's signatures to a petition assessing their respective halls. The campaign is attempting to obtain from 60 to 80 percent of the student body's signatures to a petition assessing their respective halls. The campaign is attempting to obtain from 60 to 80 percent of the student body's signatures to a petition assessing their respective halls. The campaign is attempting to obtain from 60 to 80 percent of the student body's signatures to a petition assessing their respective halls. The campaign is attempting to obtain from 60 to 80 percent of the student body's signatures to a petition assessing their respective halls. The campaign is attempting to obtain from 60 to 80 percent of the student body's signatures to a petition assessing their respective halls.

Kelly added that those off-campus students desiring of signing the petition could find sign-up tables located in the INPIRG office, the Off-Campus office, the Huddle, or the library lobby. In addition, petitions will also be available at the Ralph Nader speech this Thursday night.

February may be getting to you by now, but sure it can't be this bad. After all, Spring Break is only six weeks away . . . On second thought, maybe it is this bad . . .

Dziedzic joins race; pledges 'challenge'

by T.C. Treanor

Observer Assistant Editor

Student Government Lithobudman Paul Dziedzic last night became the year's second announced candidate for Student Body President.

In a brief meeting before supporters and press in LaFortune Student Center's Fiesta Lounge, Dziedzic and running mate Mike Sherrod pledged to "redfine student governance" and to "challenge individuals to stop accepting paternalistic direction."

Dziedzic, a Grace Hall Junior majoring in Government, is a member of St. Mary's College Student Assembly as well as Lithobudman. Sherrod, from Flanner Hall, is Sophomore Class President and Chairman of the Academic Grievances Board.

a 'commitment' to st. mary's

Dziedzic, from Lacey, Washington, said he had a "commitment to the women of St. Mary's College...no way diminished by the problems that the two administrations are having," but he refused to endorse any specific program at this time.

Dziedzic described his mood as "frustrated...if I had communicated this six months ago it would have been respected. The campaign cheapens the effect..." The Student Government Lithobudman said that he hoped "to change not only the student body president but student government as well."

Dziedzic promised to "redfine" student government "so that its energy and attention stay glued on its reason for existing: the student and his concerns."

He refused, however, to criticize current SBP John Barkett, contenting that "the problem has been with us for sixteen-eighteen years. "Student Government has always spent effort on opening channels between itself and the Administration. On important questions, though, the Administration doesn't listen to Student Government. I would concentrate on opening channels between the student body and student government so that we can confront the ad­ministration with the collective 'we' rather than the 'I.'" Dziedzic said.

Dziedzic's campaign will be managed by Sophomore Rod Brayne, a Dome editor.

Saul Bellow criticizes contemporary fiction

See page 2
Bellow hits 'amusement society'

by Dan Hopfer

In a lecture highlighted by comments on contemporary American culture, Saul Bellow, attacked the superficiality of scientific details in present fiction, while stressing a need for a return to simplicity in what he termed the "amusement" oriented American society.

Bellow spoke last night at Stepan Center. Bellow, noted author of Herzog and The Daedling Man, and recipient of the National Book Award for his The Ad
ventures of Augie March, recited a paper for the crowd of nearly 500 which he had titled, "Who's Got the Story?" in what has happened to the art of fiction in the last 150 years.

Bellow began, "If I Can't release a certain amount of aggression (in my talk) then the evening has not been successful." Among those to whom the author directed his aggressive criticisms were Leonid Trilling, Professor at Columbia University, other contemporary American writers, and the mass media.

An article written by Trilling was discussed at length by Bellow during which he utilized James Joyce's Ulysses to discuss much of what Trilling said. Attacking Trilling's concept that literature is "inauthentic" because it captures the readers mind, thus "spellbinding" him, Bellow commented that Homer, Shakespeare and Cervantes are all spellbinders, so therefore they must be, according to Trilling, unreadable.

The concept of the "story" in fiction is becoming less and less prevalent and is giving way to superfluous details; when speaking about Ulysses, Bellow termed these details "psychic junk".

Of Campus Interest ...

Grad Student Talk

A veteran political worker in Mishawaka, Henry Parrettie, will discuss "Political Processes" in a talk to graduate students in the College of Business Administration at the University of Notre Dame at 11am Wednesday/February 16th.

Mrs. Genevieve Block Joyce, the mother of Rev. Edmund P. Joyce, C.S.C., executive vice president of the University of Notre Dame, died Saturday at St. Anne Hospice, Winona, Minn., following an extended illness. She was 83 years old.

Burial will be Thursday at St. Paul the Apostle Catholic Church in her native Spartanburg, S.C. Funeral arrangements are being handled by Floyd Mortuary in Spartanburg.

CALIFORNIA THIS EASTER?

MARCH 22 TO APRIL 14, 1972

South Bend to Los Angeles and return or South Bend to San Francisco & return $10,000. Officials indicated that the grants are expected to range from $1,000 to $10,000. Officials indicated that the projects could include student-designed black studies courses, studies of folk traditions, and historical studies related to youth involvement in the peace movement.

Action: If you want it
Action for you

If you don't do it - it won't get done
Your help is needed
Call 3827 or 6413

Petitioners are going door to door in your dorm- Off campus- Sign up in the InPIRG Office, The Huddle or the library

Sign The Petition for InPIRG

CITATION: Bellow: American fiction needs a return to simplicity

The greatest source of these details in the news media, he said, "There is too much great noise...Discourse is winning out over expression." He called the media a great threat to the survival of art.

Bellow went on to say that we are living in an "amusement society." Such authors as Norman Mailer and Gore Vidal, appearing on television and offering themselves "body and soul to the American public," he added, "This gladiatorial activity is amusing to the people...I think it's rather sad.

Citing that Edgar Allen Poe died drunk in a gutter, the author thought that American society "crushes its finest spirits." When speaking of Joyce's novel, Bellow said, "Without a story, we are at the mercy of randomness." Bellow felt that this "great noise" and "overabundance of discourse" was reaching a dangerous level.

If it continues, he added, we are to become as Leopold Bloom, hero of Ulysses, namely, "at hard labor in the prison of peripheral consciousness."

Bellow entertained questions at the end of the session concerning:

-French writers: "The French have a passion for literature which like ours for baseball."

-his favorite author: John Ellison, John Cheever, and Donleavy.

After the formal session, Bellow had still another question period with admiring happeners.

The lecture was sponsored by the Cultural Arts Commission.
Strong possibility

Block plans studied

by Jerry Lutkus

Moving dislocated Badin and Walsh residents in blocks is now "a very strong possibility" according to an ad hoc housing committee chaired by Dr. Thomas Chambers, housing director.

Chambers assured the residents of Walsh and Badin at Monday night's meeting that they are "our great concern. Right now, they are our top priority." The purpose of the meeting and the committee, according to Chambers, is to facilitate the transfer of the residents of Walsh and Badin.

The following is a proposal forwarded by two extremely concerned residents of Walsh and Badin Halls. We are requesting a great deal of cooperation, perhaps in the minds of a few, too much. But we would hope that all concerned would bear in mind that their classmates in these two halls are being asked to carry the burden of inconvenience in Notre Dame's transition to coeducation. This community has always held a special bond that has brought diverse men and women together in Notre Dame's tradition of ideals that is Notre Dame.

I. We would strongly recommend that each hall council reexamine their room selection procedure in light of necessary acceptance of displaced upperclassmen. In particular, those halls that allow room freezes would be placing those displaced at a decided disadvantage over residents already living in the hall.

II. We would further ask that each hall set aside sections of 10 to 15 beds in one section of their hall for those displaced so that they might retain close friendships and perhaps a very small portion of the spirit they worked so hard to build in their former residence hall.

III. We would recommend that every hall allow any individual choosing a room to do so on an equal basis as those previously residing within the community. Where applicable, we see no reason why time on campus not be regarded as time in hall in the cases of those displaced.

IV. In the cases of groups moving in numbers of 10 to 15, we would ask that each hall compile a list of who will be available and your individual hall's policy of room selection. We, on the other hand, shall determine, in a manner to yet be determined, the priorities and preferences of individuals. From this information, a moving group's priority will be determined by the average of all the numbers of those involved.

Thank you.

But Imhoff, president Badin Hall
Dave Fromm, president Walsh Hall

on campus today

4:30 lecture, prof. George stark, studies using nuclear magnetic resonance, 123 regiseland
7:30 meeting, students for mcgovern, regina south lounge
8:30 drama, judas christ, st. lawrence auditorium
9:00 meeting, inquiring, regina south lounge
10:30 mass, smc campus ministry, ash wednesday concelebratory mass, regina chapel
10:30 mass, fr. Robert Griffin, wednesday penitential service, keven stanford chapel

Student Services
will resume its
LUNCH TIME MOVIES
ON FEB. 24
when an
Academic Commission film will be shown

MAKE MONEY,
MUSIC AND
FRIENDS.

Just turn your friends onto the Finest Stereo Equipment...they'll thank you for it. You can quote outrageously low prices on every major brand.

Our warehouse buying volume has made our prices the country's lowest. We pass the savings on to you. When your classmates hear you speak, they'll be convinced that they can buy at any price. We have a complete tape library of every known brand at the lowest prices. Come in and we'll show you how to turn the savings you think you can sell at a high price into the savings on to you.

IF this turns you on and you think you can sell at least one system a month, fill out the coupon and we'll be talking to you.

Summer study at University of Vienna

EARN N.D. CREDIT

GENERAL MEETING Thursday Feb. 17

LaFortune Fiesta Lounge - Free Film

GET AWAY TO EUROPE

Summer study at University of Vienna

EARN N.D. CREDIT

GENERAL MEETING Thursday Feb. 17

LaFortune Fiesta Lounge - Free Film

THE OBSERVER
The Right Man

The Student Body President Campaign is just starting to crank up. Two candidates have announced so far and at least two to three more are expected. The rhetoric has been in rather low profile so far, though one candidate scored the present administration for inaction in various areas of student life.

This time last year the Observer editorial page regularly carried verbal assaults upon the Krashna administration—assaults it richly deserved. Inaction, hesitation, and sheer ineptitude, not seen since the days of Chris Murphy, were its trademarks.

The students elected John Barkett in the hopes that his administration would not make mistakes. He was elected in the hopes that the tasks student government elected to carry out, would be done without tremendous fuss and bother. They did not mean to elect an administration that would choose to carry out nothing.

To say that the John Barkett administration has done nothing during its tenure is a bit harsh, perhaps. We do have a do-nothing dining plan. We do have a vague commitment from the trustees to improve hall life and to renovate the student center. We did not have parietal and drinking rights revoked.

To say that the John Barkett administration has done little that is worthy of merit, is close to the absolute truth, if there ever was such a thing.

This past year has seen a student government bureaucracy do little. This past year has seen the student government stand aside, quietly, while student rights were threatened and while the atmosphere that has hung over the campus this year.

John Barkett was elected last year to return a touch of sanity to student government. John Barkett was elected to tone down the harsh rhetoric and concentrate on producing visible results. John Barkett was elected to further the rights and interests of the students.

John Barkett was not elected to throttle the voice of student government, till it became a choked whisper. He was not elected to allow his administration to lay dormant for most of the year and to delay the administration for the rest of it.

This year's student government, in short, has been a failure. It has been a failure because it carried the policy of quietude to an extreme. And that quietude has contributed to the morgue-like atmosphere that has hung over the campus this year.

The winner of this year's Student Body Presidential election must be a man who is willing to speak out against the administration in the interests of the students. He must be a man who is willing to stir up trouble if student rights are threatened. In short, he must be a man unafraid, a man who will scorn the easy marshmallow stand and strike, and strike hard. We think the student body will be able to find such a man among the candidates and we trust they will elect him.

The New Season Begins

Vice - President

T.C. Treanor

Observe the Vice-Presidential Candidate. Mitt Jones - massive, slowly articulate, sedate. Mike Sherrerd - bearded, reflective, quiet. A Vice-President, like political power, often grows out of the barrel of a gun. He is - more often than not - the product of a thousand tiny deficiencies in his running - mate's makeup. Often he makes his running - mate for the first time during the month before an election; he usually waits through the campaign uncertain of his precise position; he customarily carries that uncertainty into his first month of office until he, scrambling and confused, begins to find a place in the new administration or discovers, to his horror, that he's run with the wrong man.

This happens all the time - it has since 1960, when the fractious administration of Chris Murphy and Tom McKenna taught Student Legislators to bind the President and Vice-President, legally and permanently, together on the same ticket.
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Vice-Presidential Candidate. Mitt Jones - massive, slowly articulate, sedate. Mike Sherrerd - bearded, reflective, quiet. A Vice-President, like political power, often grows out of the barrel of a gun. He is - more often than not - the product of a thousand tiny deficiencies in his running - mate's makeup. Often he makes his running - mate for the first time during the month before an election; he usually waits through the campaign uncertain of his precise position; he customarily carries that uncertainty into his first month of office until he, scrambling and confused, begins to find a place in the new administration or discovers, to his horror, that he's run with the wrong man.

This happens all the time - it has since 1960, when the fractious administration of Chris Murphy and Tom McKenna taught Student Legislators to bind the President and Vice-President, legally and permanently, together on the same ticket.

Student Power's patron Saint, Rich Rossi, had reduced Vice-President picking to a fine, if unmitigated, art. He simply looked up his toughest opponent and offered him the job. Then to make things even easier, he looked up his second toughest opponent and made him Student Union Director. Rossi won by 1906 votes. A folk singer who had gotten into the race just a few days before the election came in second.

Despite the haphazard selection process, Rossi and his running mate, Chuck Nau, got along pretty well with each other through the year - until the next year's DIB election rolled along. Nau supported Mroz; Rossi supported McKenna; and they were at each other's throats all election week. A little rough on them, since they were roommates in Farley Hall. So it goes.

Things got a little more sophisticated the next year. HFC Chairman Phil McKenna had backing for his bid, but he needed a running - mate who was more prepossessing in public than he; that is to say more forceful than a rose cabbage in salt water.

He ran with Morrissey Senator Fred Dedrick, who had a personality more forceful than Krakatoa. Fred would roast the rabble, and Phil would come around later and pick up the pieces. McKenna started from a tremendous underdog position, but was the narrow victor in a runoff.

Of course, a Union like this was not bound to long last. Dedrick took as much of McKenna's mumbled piecemeal as he could, and then deserted the office for long stretches of time.

More recent attempts at the Classically Balanced Ticket have been less successful. When Stay Senator Tom Thrasher announced his candidacy in 1970, everyone knew he was a member of the Conservative Young Americans for Freedom and many actually suspected him of eating live war babies for breakfast. (he didn't).

Last year, popular campus personality Don Mooney was in real trouble. He wanted to run - he had organizational backing - but he was short a vice-president. The petition's deadline date was drawing near; he customarily carried that uncertainty into his first month of office until he, scrambling and confused, began to find a place in the new administration or discovered, to his horror, that he's run with the wrong man.
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Letters

on abortions, GSU, gays, and exiled sections

Gastrointestinalexpressions
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Mitchell resigns cabinet post
by Fred P. Graham

Washington, Feb. 15--Attorney General John N. Mitchell today resigned to direct the President's re-election campaign, and Nixon immediately nominated Deputy Attorney General Richard G. Kleindienst to succeed him.

The announcement of Kleindienst, a controversial law-and-order conservative who was once a member of another highly Senate con­flict battle. Mitchell's resignation is effective March 1.

A repetition of a now-familiar Senate judiciary committee drama, with liberal Democrats questioning a Nixon nominee closely abounds his views of civil liberties and federal power, is expected to unfold when the confirmation hearings begin on Tuesday.

Initial statements by Democratic Senators indicated, however, that a thorough struggle similar to the earlier ones over Nixon's supreme court nominees is not likely. They said the President must be given wide latitude in selecting his cabinet.

The miners who now earn a basic wage of $47 for surface workers and $82 for those underground, are demanding increases ranging from $10.40 to $18.20 a week more. The government has rejected such demands as inflationary.

The miners who now earn a basic wage of $47 for surface workers and $82 for those underground, are demanding increases ranging from $10.40 to $18.20 a week more. The government has rejected such demands as inflationary.

Harvard hosts anti-racists

Over 1000 students dedicated to launching a national anti-racist campaign are expected to con­verge at Harvard University during Easter Vacation. Harvard's Lowell Hall will house the National Co­vention against Racial March 30 to April 1.

According to Jeffrey Mayerhofer, Harvard SDS president, the convention will launch a massive campaign against racism on campus, "if the racist textbooks, professors, or administrators and their policies."

Harvard at first refused SIDS the use of the University facilities, but reconsidered when the group launched a petition campaign.
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f-line: dining hall madness

Ever wonder what happens to that wonderful china and sterling silverware at the dining halls after you've finished with them? Who appreciates the architectural masterpieces of stacked dishes you've created? Who marvels at the lavish gardens of food landscaped on your tray? Who ultimately peruses the various obscenities written in alphabet soup?

Well, if you look closely after you place your tray in those shiny silver boxes (or if you're a bastard and leave it on the table), you'll see a small, white-clad student scurry out of a hidden door, quickly grasp the cart, and slip in back into a black hole to some other white-clad students waiting.

There are your faithful servants, the dining hall workers. I happen to belong to that honorable fraternity - to be more specific, the North Dining Hall branch, and work in a rather nebulous termed "F-line." F-Line is a special place; a group of four of us are its permanent inhabitants, each of us in an unique as the positions we hold.

Unofficial leader is a senior, Dave Goebel. Offensively bartender (and frequent customer) of the Senior Bar, Dave is in charge of "wheeling" (he's the guy you see outside) and silverware. Next is John Killofy, also a senior, in charge of glasses. We call him Collis because a well-known basketball player lived in his room before he did, and he's always complained about people taking his chip. Frank Walsh, a third senior and resident freak, is the "key" to F-Line - he's had the most experience and does his best to hide it. He's like John in a joke. In others, the guy who's got to destroy all the works of art designed by students. We all trade gloves and joined him.

At the end of his joke we're still waiting. "Food war, huh?" the manager, John Buckland, a dining hall manager, mumbles. "Tell you what, I'll get it next time, okay?" He pushed the new empty cart back outside.

"Break" his head appeared in the doorway and out again. Key took off his slopping gloves and joined him.

"You'd better get that hat now," Doug yells over his shoulder as he walks away.

"I'll tell him, Doug." Collis offers, picking up one of Key's gloves and depositing a handful of mashed potatoes and gravy inside. He and I then join the others.

Dave and Key were involved in a tense game of Push-TheSalt-Shaker-And-Get-It-To-Hang-On-The-Edge-Of-The-Table. "Betch can't guess the name of that song." Dave challenges Collis indicating the music playing.

"You're right," Collis agrees, after listening a while. "I could do it if they'd plug in both channels of the stereo."

"Yeah."

"I've got a joke," Key declares.

"We don't want to hear it," the rest of us return in unison. But that doesn't stop Key. At the end of his joke we're still waiting.

"What's the punchline?" Collis asks.

"It's in there that last cart," Key says.

End of day, and today that means Food War Time. A spray of ice cream flying out at Collins when Key discovers his gloveful. Collins returns in like fashion and soon all four of us are involved. Food and ice and litter the area when Dave calls a halt with the warning "Student manager coming!" In three seconds, F-Line is spotless, and no one is the wiser.

"Food war, huh?" the manager, John Scheenberger muses, evoking our aprons.

"Who, us, John?" Key decrees. "Never! F-Line is always well behaved. That's what makes us the best."

And as John waves away, coming out his head, we all agree, the grins widening on our faces.

The Notre Dame - Saint Mary's Theatre will present Judas Christ, a new play by Michael Rehak, February 18, 19, 24, 25 and 26 at 8:30 p.m. in Washington Hall.

The play, written over two years ago by a 1971 graduate of the University of Notre Dame in Speech and Drama, is about the Apostles during the final days of Christ's life. The play attempts to humanize the Apostles, their relationships to each other, and their own personal struggles during these days prior to the crucifixion of Christ.

However, this is not Rehak's first production staged. As a University student, he has written several one-act plays used in directing finals and laboratory theatre, such as "That Nice Homey Stoff," "Remember the Sundays," and "The Only Good Indian..."

Directed by Reginald Bank, the company of Judas Christ includes Mark Genero, as Judas, James H. Hawthorne as Peter, Robert J. Rossi as Andrew, James Fox as John, Thomas C. Broderick as Joseph, Patricia Petrotti as Mary, and Grace Hartigan and Mary McHale.

The play is set and lighting has been designed by Richard Bergman, technical director for the ND-SMC Theatre. Costumes have been designed by Patricia D. Gruska, costume designer for the theatre.

Tickets are $2, and $1.50 for Notre Dame-Saint Mary's students, faculty and staff. Information concerning ticket reservations may be received by calling 283-7004 or 284-4141.

From left to right is Christopher Caruso, as Bartholomew, Mark Genero, as Judas, and Mark Swiney, as Matthew.
Braided recall POW's

by Dan Barrett

The Notre Dame community is being asked to show its support for the 1700 US men missing in Vietnam by wearing a braided bracelet purchased with a POW's name until the man's release is assured.

The program, organized on campus by Chuck Leader, is part of a national campaign to show the Viet Cong that the US people are seriously concerned over their refusal to uphold the Geneva Convention which they ratified in 1959.

Leader said he wished to emphasize the positive value of protesting for the release of living men rather than protesting by enlisting those who have died.

Each of the community will be asked to buy a bracelet and wear it as an expression of his concern for the

The SLC will not meet tomorrow. Instead it will meet February 24 at 4:30 in the CCE.

Voter sample to be taken

by Andy Wiwarczyk

Pat Coyle, director of the Campus Voter registration, announced yesterday that his group will conduct a second polling of students to determine how many ND-SMC students have registered to vote. Coyle will use the poll to gauge the success of his group.

Coyle said that "before Christmas, we took a poll of 200 students at Notre Dame and St. Mary's to find out how many of them were registered to vote. The survey showed 55 per cent of the students had signed up to vote."

Within the next week, Coyle's group will conduct a second poll. This time, they hope to contact 300 students to get a more accurate sampling of the student body.

The Voter Registration drive in recent weeks has set up tables in the BMCC Dining Halls to hand out information on Absentee Voting Registration. Coyle noted that the best possible to register in mail in 25 states and the District of Columbia.

Burrell wins in Badin; last male president

Roger Burrell, a junior General Program major from Phoenix, Arizona will be the last male president of Badin Hall. Burrell won his hall's presidency by 78-53 over Kevin McFarry, sophomore.

Present Badin president Bub Imhoff claimed that it "is essential that at this time we have a new president." Imhoff expressed his concern over his own objectivity and he stressed that someone was needed who was directly affected by the program.

Junior Joe Butler won the Hall secretary post by an overwhelming margin and runoffs will be held in the posts of Vice President and Treasurer. In the Vice-President contest, Dave Barry polled 63 votes and missing man whose name it carries. The $2.50 charge for the bracelet will be used to support the needy families of the POW's, to offer a scholarship to thechildren of the missing men, and to organize a non-political lobby for the quick return of the POW's.

The program will be run in the halls by the ROTC programs on campus, with each branch of the service taking care of one third of the halls. Every hall will have a representative who will make the bracelets available and explain the program to the students. According to Leader, "It is up to the student body to determine how far the program goes."

The program, passed with only two dissenting votes by the Student Senate, has been given the full and vigorous support of SJP John Barkett.

WANTED

POETRY WANTED for an anthology which include stamped envelope. Write your poem addressed to: W. T. Bouterse, 7967 E. Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90021.

Need ride to U of Ill. Feb. 18. Call 423.

Modeled need $10/hr. Male or Female. Call 4:30 p.m. 365-6811.

Need ride to U of Ill. around Feb 16. Call John 438.


PERSONAL


Maria: A pretty hair for someone gained for 4 and 2. To you are real nice.


Where were John, Martha, Ed, Chris, Bob, and Diane?

Dear INSTITUTIONALIZED.

Computer Science president Bur Imhoff claimed that it "is in a critical period. "If there are any arguments to be made for résumé, it is better done by someone who is subjective. But I will still be around to aid the new president. I do not intend to leave the hall."

President of Walsh Hall, Dave Fromm, told The Observer last night that Walsh will not have elections for new officers. The hall residents, he said, decided that it made "no real sense to have a six week term. Fromm said his contract feels it is in the interest of the hall that he stays on for the sake of continuity."

LOST AND FOUND


Found: Season basketball ticket. Call 365-2731 and give evidence.

Girls' initial ring found in Badin Classroom and identify and pay at 4971.


Lost: Wrist-watch in black case. Saturday probably near 3. If returned offer 5 interview. Daniele, 11220.

Lost: Blue watch for Mario. Reward: Call 367-2372.

NOTICES

DISCOUNT TRAVEL To and from Europe. Leave style from NY - Chicago! Flight College 333, New Madison, Madison, Wl 53706.


Need typing done? Will do typing for reasonable rates and on your time. Call Chip 825-4982.

OVERSEAS STUDENTS! OVERSEAS STUDENTS! OVERSEAS STUDENTS! OVERSEAS STUDENTS! Need experienced keypunch operator. Will work evenings, free of work, free of work, free of work. Call Overseas, Dep. F, Box 1506, San Francisco, California 94110.

Juniors Sign up to have your portrait taken for the 1973 year book. If you sign up now you must be photographed now.


Lost: layer curls. $1.00. Trims. $2.50. Call Ann between 3:30 to 4:15 AT 471...

Computer Dating: Write; Data-Mate P.O. Box 793 South Bend


Live rock music. Friday night 8:00. 118 South. Edison City. Sandy Pond.

Newseum Trip: March 24-31. $200 inclusive for qued supervised, hotel and air travel. Separately on sale now at Student Union Ticket Office. Questions: Call 7577.

TEACHERS! M.A.'s and earn an advanced degree while teaching the smallest new classical Christian 7th grade program in Lake County, Indiana. Send vital data references, any statements for appointment to Raphael School. Phone Box 125, South Bend, Indiana 46614. All candidates will be contacted.

Ski racers interested in representing Wisconsin. Call Denny 233-5422.

EUROPE THIS SUMMER! Earn professional experience in the heart of Vienna, Austria. Ambitious, energetic, positive, for independent travel. 16-19.

FOR RENT